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Abstract: Carbon emissions from agriculture should not be underestimated. With the aim for carbon
peaking and carbon neutralization and the help of digital inclusive finance, the effective reduction in
carbon emissions in agriculture and animal husbandry production is crucial to achieving China’s
carbon emission reduction goals. We used the balanced panel data of 31 provinces in China from
2011 to 2021 to study this issue. We empirically tested the impact, mechanism, and heterogeneity
of digital inclusive finance on agricultural carbon emissions based on the systematic measurement
of agricultural carbon emissions. The results revealed that (1) the development of digital inclusive
finance has a significant inhibitory effect on agricultural carbon emissions, and it is an important path
to reduce agricultural carbon emissions. (2) Through the intermediary effects’ analysis, it was found
that capital deepening is an important transmission mechanism for the promotion of agricultural
carbon emission reduction through digital inclusive finance. (3) Further analysis using the quantile
regression model reveals that the impact of digital inclusive finance on agricultural carbon emissions
is significantly negative at different quantiles. (4) Through the spatial Durbin model, digital inclusive
finance has a space carbon enhancement effect. Finally, we put forward suggestions to promote the
development of low-carbon agriculture by paying attention to the technical effect of digital inclusive
finance, strengthening the connection and cooperation between various regions and promoting the
carbon emission reduction role of capital deepening.

Keywords: digital inclusive finance; agricultural carbon emissions; capital deepening; mediating
effect model; quantile regression model; spatial spillover effects

1. Introduction

Agriculture is one of the industries most severely affected by climate change and an
important source of global greenhouse gas emissions. Developing low-carbon agriculture
is an important strategic measure to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to climate
change. According to the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization reports (2022),
the agricultural food system accounts for 21–37% of the total anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions. China’s agricultural sector emits approximately 1.7 billion tons of carbon
dioxide (CO2) annually, accounting for approximately 15% of all emissions. Therefore,
China’s agriculture has a vast potential for energy conservation and carbon reduction.
Carbon emissions from crop production and methane emissions from livestock farming
are the primary sources of agricultural greenhouse gas emissions. Agriculture and animal
husbandry play an important role in achieving carbon peaking and carbon neutrality. As
one of the key industries for carbon reduction, although it is under severe resource and
environmental constraints, agriculture must gradually shift toward high-quality, green,
and low-carbon development to better assist rural revitalization. To achieve the dual
carbon targets proposed by the Chinese government and the modernization of harmonious
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coexistence between humans and nature, agriculture must undergo a green technology
transformation and change from high-energy consumption and low-efficiency production
modes. Undoubtedly, this transformation process will consume large amounts of capital.
The lack of funds is a major obstacle to the smooth progress of agricultural carbon reduction.
Therefore, reducing agricultural carbon emissions will depend not only on economic
growth, industrial structure adjustment, and government intervention but also on the
effective development of financial markets, especially digital inclusive finance based on
financial technology.

Digital inclusive finance relies on digital technology to provide more efficient financial
products and services for rural populations, microenterprises, and other entities. Digital
inclusive finance has expanded the coverage of traditional finance, making financial services
more geographically penetrating and effectively filling the investment gap in agricultural
carbon reduction. It has a good promoting effect on agricultural and rural modernization [1].
Digital inclusive finance also contributes to the reduction in carbon emissions by promoting
green technology and upgrading industrial structures [2,3]. However, while some studies
have pointed out that digital inclusive finance has led to an increase in social consumption
and investment, resulting in more energy consumption and carbon emissions [4,5], others
have found that there is no significant correlation between the two variables [6]. Therefore,
as the most important resource-productive factor in agricultural development, can digital
inclusive finance help to reduce agricultural carbon emissions? If this effect exists, what
is the impact of the degree? What is the mechanism of action? Is there a spatial spillover
effect? In addition, will differences in geographical locations and agricultural endowment
conditions lead to heterogeneity in carbon emission reduction effects? These issues still
require scientific discussion.

Based on the above questions, this study selects the balanced panel data of 31 provinces
in China from 2011 to 2021 and empirically tests the impact of digital inclusive finance
on agricultural carbon emissions and the transmission role of capital deepening in this
relationship after theoretical analysis. We hope to provide new evidence for the relationship
between digital inclusive finance and low-carbon agriculture transformation.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Financial Development and Carbon Emissions

Previous studies have paid sufficient attention to the impact of traditional financial
development on carbon emissions. Currently, three views have generally been proposed in
the literature. (1) Promoting effect. Financial development can improve the availability of
financing and consumer credit, promoting production and consumption, which can lead
to the growth of carbon emissions [7]. For example, building new production lines and
purchasing large equipment, cars, household appliances, and other products will increase
carbon emissions [8,9]. Moreover, financial development expands the production scale by
accelerating economic growth and promoting investment, especially in polluting industries,
which exacerbates energy consumption and leads to an increase in carbon emissions [10,11].
(2) Inhibitory effect. Financial development can provide financial support for green technol-
ogy and clean environmental protection technology innovation in enterprises, which assists
in the development of carbon reduction [12–14]. Financial development can also effectively
reduce carbon emissions through industrial structure upgrading, changes in production
factor inputs, carbon trading activities, and large-scale operations [15–17]. (3) Other effects.
The impact of financial development on carbon emissions has different characteristics
under different channels of action. Matar et al. found that financial development promotes
and suppresses carbon emissions in the short and long term, respectively [18]. Yan et al.
and Li et al. believe that the development of traditional finance has a converse-U nonlinear
relationship with carbon emissions [19,20]. In addition, a few scholars believe that the
inherent impact of traditional financial development on carbon emissions is positively and
negatively offset [21].
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2.2. Digital Inclusive Finance and Carbon Emissions

Digital inclusive finance results from the progress and development of traditional
finance. Some scholars believe that digital inclusive finance enhances the availability of
financing, thereby promoting technological progress and upgrading. They concluded
that digital inclusive finance has a carbon reduction effect [22–24], which has a significant
impact on primary, secondary, and tertiary industries [25,26]. Digital inclusive finance
itself also has green attributes, such as online lending, digital payments, and paperless
transactions, which indirectly prove its carbon reduction effect [27]. In addition to the
above research results, some scholars have also proved that the carbon reduction effect
of digital inclusive finance has an “inverted V-shaped” trend of first increasing and then
decreasing [28].

2.3. Digital Financial Inclusion and Agricultural Carbon Emissions

However, there is relatively little research on the impact of digital inclusive finance on
agricultural carbon emissions. On the one hand, the development of digital inclusive finance
reduces the intensity of agricultural carbon emissions through two channels—farmers’ en-
trepreneurship effect and rural technological progress. On the other hand, digital inclusive
finance promotes the growth of rural capital and increases the purchase of agricultural
equipment and rural energy consumption. For example, a significant increase in electricity
consumption has led to an increase in carbon emissions [29]. Agricultural equipment can
better replace manual operations in agricultural production, accelerating the transformation
of agricultural production methods. However, an increase in machinery and equipment
leads to a further increase in agricultural carbon emissions [30].

2.4. Literature Summary

A few scholars have explored the impact of digital inclusive finance on agricultural
carbon emissions, providing a good reference and guidance for this study. However, there
are still some shortcomings. This article intends to expand on the following aspects: (1) A
few articles have directly conducted a systematic analysis of the impact of digital inclusive
finance on agricultural carbon emissions but do not involve research from the perspective
of capital deepening. (2) There are certain differences in the specific calculation methods
for agricultural carbon emissions in existing articles. The energy types selected from the
perspective of various carbon sources mainly focus on six categories—fertilizers, pesticides,
agricultural films, diesel, tillage, and irrigation—with few involving carbon emissions
from animal husbandry, rice cultivation, and soil emissions. (3) In terms of heterogeneity
analysis, most scholars only focused on the first level of heterogeneity analysis of digital
inclusive finance, which includes the depth of use, breadth of coverage, and degree of
digitization. There is little involvement in the second level of heterogeneity analysis of the
mobile payment index, digital insurance index, monetary fund index, internet investment
index, and internet credit index. (4) In terms of models, only a few articles have used
quantile regression models to study the impact of digital inclusive finance on agricultural
carbon emissions at different quantiles.

3. Theoretical Mechanism

As a resource-saving and environmentally friendly innovative financial service, digital
inclusive finance has a strong green attribute [31]. In theory, digital inclusive finance
can affect agricultural carbon emissions through technological, scale, and driving effects.
First, regarding the technological effect, using technologies such as the internet, cloud
computing, big data, and convenient financial loans, digital inclusive finance promotes new
technologies, varieties, and concepts in agricultural production, such as optimizing agricul-
tural production processes, improving management processes, improving environmental
quality, promoting industrial structure upgrading, and improving agricultural production
efficiency. These methods can reduce agricultural energy consumption and pollution emis-
sions and can have technological innovation effects on current agricultural and animal
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husbandry production [32]. Moreover, digital inclusive finance relies on new technologies
to analyze and explore the market demand for agricultural products and consumer demand
preferences. For example, smart agriculture projects rely on wireless networks and other
technologies to monitor, intelligently warn, and provide expert guidance for farmland
and livestock pens. Further, it reduces the carbon emissions generated by manual flow.
In addition, it innovates and optimizes agricultural production technology, resulting in
carbon emission reduction effects. The study by Wei et al. strongly demonstrated that the
development of digital inclusive finance can have a positive technological innovation effect
on rural areas, especially areas with strong financial constraints [33].

Second, regarding the scale effect, digital inclusive finance belongs to financial services.
According to the theory of endogenous growth, financial development promotes economic
growth. Digital inclusive finance provides funds for small- and medium-sized enterprises
and improves the availability of agricultural and animal husbandry capital. This can
help to expand agricultural production. To achieve greater output, a growing number of
agricultural resources and energy are used as input. More resource consumption increases
the total output of agriculture, and animal husbandry increases with agricultural carbon
emissions. Based on digital inclusive finance, Sun et al. claimed that, compared with the
scale effect, the technology effect is the main factor that affects carbon emissions [34].

Third, regarding the driving effect, relying on the numerous environmental protection
service platforms built by digital inclusive finance enhances rural residents’ environmental
awareness, guides rural residents’ green consumption, drives the development of green in-
dustries, and promotes the transformation and upgrading of the rural economy to green [35].
Farmers can understand the concept of environmental protection and learn green finance
and agricultural production technology knowledge through network virtualization tech-
nology. It also encourages farmers to conduct online environmental pollution complaints
and other activities, which contributes to reducing agricultural carbon emissions. Thus, we
propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The development of digital inclusive finance has a carbon reduction effect
on agriculture.

We now analyze the impact of digital inclusive finance on deepening agricultural
capital. Digital inclusive finance can reduce the financing constraints of enterprises and
farmers, which is conducive to improving capital accessibility. An increase in capital factors
helps enterprises to develop, increasing employment opportunities. Digital inclusive
finance also provides financing and credit support to improve the employment ability of
farmers to a greater extent. This further facilitates the nonagricultural transfer of rural
labor and increases the ratio of capital to labor. Digital inclusive finance can reduce
transaction costs for farmers by reducing information asymmetry, increasing financial
literacy to encourage large-scale agricultural operations, and promoting the securitization of
agricultural land assets. This will generate a demand for socialized agricultural machinery
services in rural areas, thereby promoting the development of agricultural mechanization.
In short, the development of digital inclusive finance leads to an increase in the availability
of agricultural production capital, which promotes the deepening of agricultural capital
by increasing the ratio of capital to labor and the mechanization level [36]. The impact
of capital deepening on agricultural carbon emissions is mainly achieved through the
promotion of technological progress and the alleviation of factor distortions.

In the process of deepening agricultural capital, an increase in nonagricultural income
will stimulate agricultural producers to purchase advanced tools and machinery to invest in
agricultural production. Capital deepening promotes the development of the agricultural
sector toward new technological fields [37], strengthening the effectiveness of digital inclu-
sive financial technology. Moreover, sustained high investment alleviates the long-standing
problem of funding shortage and element distortion in rural areas. An increase in the
capital utilization rate caused by capital deepening further effectively reduces agricultural
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carbon emissions. In addition, capital deepening leads to an increase in the proportion
of capital replacing manpower, thereby reducing the carbon emissions caused by human
activities in agricultural production. Based on the above analysis, we propose the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Digital inclusive finance has an indirect emission reduction impact on
agricultural carbon emissions through capital deepening.

Most of the studies on agricultural carbon emissions were conducted in a single region.
However, there are inseparable connections between different provinces, whether in the
development of digital inclusive finance or the impact of agricultural carbon emissions.
Taking agricultural carbon emissions as an example, there are spillover and agglomeration
effects. It is difficult to control air pollutants such as carbon emissions, and neighboring
provinces unavoidably influence each other through various channels. For instance, if
the neighboring provinces of Province A have higher carbon emissions than it, the spatial
spillover effect of carbon emissions will increase carbon emissions in Province A. Thus, the
spillover effect will cause high carbon emission areas to appear in clusters, implying an
agglomeration effect [38]. Further, to achieve rapid economic development, there may be a
bottom-up effect on the environmental regulations of each province. Thus, every province
pursues current economic benefits at the cost of sacrificing the environment. Provinces
engage in comparative games of economic benefits, ultimately leading to environmental
degradation and an increase in carbon emissions [39]. There is also the siphon effect. The
development of each region mainly relies on gathering production factors from surrounding
areas. Each province attracts capital, labor, and other resources from surrounding areas,
thereby promoting the development of production. If a region develops more prosperously
than its surrounding areas, it will further attract the inflow of surrounding factors, such as
talent, technology, healthcare, and education. Taking Province A as an example, while the
development of digital inclusive finance in surrounding areas is better than in A, it will
attract the production factors of A, slowing down A’s development speed of science and
technology. Here, the siphon effect hinders the technological progress of A, causing an
increase in carbon emissions [40]. Based on the above theories, the following hypothesis
is proposed:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Digital inclusive finance has an increasing spatial carbon effect on agricultural
carbon emissions.

4. Methodology and Data
4.1. Methodology
4.1.1. Benchmark Regression Model

This paper draws on the econometric model of Chao et al. and uses a fixed-effects
model as the benchmark regression [41]. The benchmark regression model is as follows:

cpzit = η0 + η1indexit + η2Xit + µi + νi + εit (1)

Here, cpzit represents agricultural carbon emissions; indexit represents the digital
inclusive finance index; and Xit represents different control variables. The province fixed
effect, year fixed effect, and error terms are represented by µi, νi, and εit, respectively.

4.1.2. Mediation Effect Model

To explore the mediating effects of capital deepening, drawing on the econometric
model of Wen et al., we set the following model [42]:

cpzit = cindexit + e1 (2)

kit = aindexit + e2 (3)
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cpzit = c′indexit + bkit + e3 (4)

Here, kit represents the mediating variable, and e1–e3 represents the residual term.

4.1.3. Quantile Regression Model

Based on the quantile regression model of Machado et al., we further analyze the im-
pact of digital inclusive finance on agricultural carbon emissions at different quantiles [43].
Consider the following quantile regression model:

Qτ(lncpz) = α + βindexit + δXit + zi + ξit (5)

In the equation, τ represents the quantile, and three quantiles of 30%, 60%, and 90%
are selected.

4.1.4. Spatial Durbin Model

Before using the spatial econometric model established by Anselin L, we first used
the Moran index to investigate the spatial dependence of agricultural carbon emissions in
31 provinces from 2011 to 2021 [44]. The formula is as follows:

I =

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
Wij(xi − x)

(
xj − x

)
S2

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
Wij

(6)

Here, S2 represents the variance of the data sample; Wij represents the spatial weight

matrix; and
n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
Wij represents the sum of all spatial weights. If the variable passes the

Moran test, the spatial Durbin model is used as follows:

cpzit = ρ0∑ Wijcpzit + ρ1indexit + ρ2Xit + µi + νi + εit (7)

This study uses a spatial adjacency matrix. ρ0 is the spatial autoregressive coefficient,
which represents the impact of adjacent regional digital inclusive finance indices on agricul-
tural carbon emissions in a region. ρ1 represents the coefficient of digital inclusive finance,
and ρ2 represents the coefficient of the control variable.

4.2. Variables
4.2.1. Dependent Variable

Referring to the study by Tian et al., the total agricultural carbon emissions of each
province were derived from four aspects [45]. First, carbon emissions are caused by inputs
of agricultural production materials and human activities, including six types—fertilizers,
pesticides, agricultural film, agricultural diesel, agricultural tillage, and irrigation activ-
ities, and their carbon emission factors are 0.8956 kg/kg, 4.9341 kg/kg, 5.1800 kg/kg,
0.5927 kg/kg, 312.60 kg/km2, and 20.476 kg/hm2, respectively. Second, carbon emissions
are caused by livestock and poultry breeding activities, including carbon emissions caused
by animal intestinal fermentation and fecal management processes. Drawing on the study
by He et al., the focus is on investigating various types of ruminants, such as cows, horses,
donkeys, mules, and pigs [46]. Emission factors for intestinal fermentation and fecal
management are presented in Table 1. Third, carbon emissions are caused by soil N2O
emissions. Here, six main crops—rice, winter wheat, spring wheat, corn, soybeans, and
vegetables—were selected, and their N2O emission coefficients were 0.24 kg/ha, 2.05 kg/ha,
0.40 kg/ha, 2.532 kg/ha, 0.77 kg/ha, and 4.21 kg/ha, respectively. Finally, carbon emissions
are caused by rice cultivation. The CH4 emission coefficients of each province are presented
in Table 2 [47].
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Table 1. Carbon Emission Factors of Various Ruminants (kg/head).

Intestinal Fermentation Factors Fecal Management Factors

Cows 395.56 24.55
Horses 122.76 11.18

Donkeys 68.21 6.14
Mules 68.21 6.14
Pigs 6.82 27.28

Goats 34.11 1.16
Sheep 34.11 1.02

Table 2. CH4 emission coefficients of early rice, late rice, and midseason rice. Unit: g (CH4)/m2.

Province Early Rice Late Rice Midseason Rice

Beijing 0 0 13.23
Tianjin 0 0 11.34
Hebei 0 0 15.33
Shanxi 0 0 6.62

Inner Mongolia 0 0 8.93
Liaoning 0 0 9.24

Jilin 0 0 5.57
Heilongjiang 0 0 8.31

Shanghai 12.41 27.5 53.87
Jiangsu 16.07 27.6 53.55

Zhejiang 14.37 34.5 57.96
Anhui 16.75 27.6 51.24
Fujian 7.74 52.6 43.47
Jiangxi 15.47 45.8 65.42

Shandong 0 0 21
Henan 0 0 17.85
Hubei 17.51 39 58.17
Hunan 14.71 34.1 56.28

Guangdong 15.05 51.6 57.02
Guangxi 12.41 49.1 47.78
Hainan 13.43 49.4 52.29

Chongqing 6.55 18.5 25.73
Sichuan 6.55 18.5 25.73
Guizhou 5.1 21 22.05
Yunnan 2.38 7.6 7.25

Tibet 0 0 6.83
Shaanxi 0 0 12.51
Gansu 0 0 6.83

Qinghai 0 0 0
Ningxia 0 0 7.35
Xinjiang 0 0 10.5

Based on the above discussion, the calculation formula for agricultural carbon emis-
sions is constructed as follows:

cpz = ∑ Ti × δi (8)

In the formula, cpz represents the total amount of agricultural carbon emissions; Ti
represents the number of various carbon sources; and δi represents the emission factors of
various carbon sources.

4.2.2. Independent Variable

This article uses the provincial digital inclusive finance index of Peking University
from 2011 to 2021 as the core explanatory variable, which comprehensively considers
various aspects such as digitization degree, depth, and breadth, and comprehensively
characterizes the development level of digital inclusive finance in China.
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4.2.3. Mediating Variable

Taking capital deepening (kit) as an intermediate mechanism variable, we use the
capital–labor ratio to represent the degree of capital deepening. Referring to studies such as
Xu et al., the annual capital stock is calculated using the constant price perpetual inventory
method [48]:

Kit = Kit−1 + Iit − Dit (9)

Here, Kit represents the current primary industry capital stock of each region; Kit−1
represents the previous primary industry capital stock of each region; Iit represents the cur-
rent fixed capital investment amount, which is represented in this article by the fixed capital
investment amount in the primary industry; and Dit is capital depreciation. Referring to
the study by Li et al., the capital depreciation rate is set at 5.42% [49]. The agricultural
capital stock in the base year is represented by the fixed capital investment in the primary
industry at 2011 constant prices. The capital–labor ratio (kl) can be expressed as follows:

klit = Kit/pop (10)

Here, pop represents the number of employees in the primary industry in each region.

4.2.4. Other Variables

To eliminate the adverse effects of other factors on the measurement results, control
variables at the primary industry and provincial levels were added to the econometric
model. The primary industry-level control variables include the following six indicators:
agricultural industry structure, rural education level, government intervention, mecha-
nization level, degree of natural disasters, effective irrigation area of agriculture, and per
capita agriculture–forestry–stockbreeding production. The provincial-level control vari-
ables include urbanization level, population situation, economic growth, and financial
development level. The calculation method for each indicator is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary statistics.

Variables Definition Variable Characterization Obs Mean Std. Dev.

cpz Agricultural carbon
emissions Total agricultural carbon emissions 341 854.3848 548.615

index Digital inclusive
finance Digital inclusive finance index (100) 341 2.304609 1.033629

kl Capital labor ratio Capital stock/number of people in the
primary industry 341 6.966548 7.627917

str Agricultural industrial
structure

Total agricultural
production/agriculture–forestry–

stockbreeding production
341 0.5279481 0.0877235

edu Rural education level

(Number of illiterates ×0+ number of
primary school graduates ×6+ junior

high school graduates ×9+ Number of
high school and technical secondary
school graduates ×12+ number of

college and undergraduate graduates
×16/total population above 6 years

341 7.703152 0.8280648

gov Government
intervention

Agricultural, forestry, and water
subsidies/total government

expenditure
341 0.1157818 0.0339396
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Table 3. Cont.

Variables Definition Variable Characterization Obs Mean Std. Dev.

mac Mechanized degree Total power of the agricultural
machinery 341 3332.937 2921.85

disb Proportion of natural
disasters

Crop disaster area/agricultural
sowing area 341 0.1408618 0.1145498

rgdp

Actual per capita
agriculture–forestry–

stockbreeding
production.

Actual capita
agriculture–forestry–stockbreeding

production/number of people in the
primary industry

341 4.069768 2.066237

urb Urbanization Urban population/rural population 341 1.820467 1.635456

zpop Population situation Population growth rate (%) 341 0.5030584 1.004845

zrgdp Economic growth
situation Real per capita GDP growth rate (%) 341 8.050862 2.966363

fin Financial development
level

Sum of deposit and loan balances of
financial institutions/GDP 341 3.454536 1.132274

4.3. Data Source

This study uses the balanced panel data of 31 provinces in China from 2011 to 2021
as the sample for analysis (excluding Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan). The original data
are from the China Population Statistics Yearbook, the China Population and Employment
Statistics Yearbook, the China Rural Statistical Yearbook, and the statistical yearbooks of
provinces and cities. The index of digital inclusive finance was derived from reports of the
Digital Finance Research Center of Peking University.

5. Current Situation Analysis
5.1. Spatial Distribution Characteristics of Digital Inclusive Finance

As shown in Figure 1, we group the samples based on 31 provinces and draw a
distribution map of the digital inclusive finance index for each province. From a spatial
distribution perspective, we select 2011 and 2021 as representative years, divide the digital
inclusive finance index into three levels, and draw a spatial distribution map of digital in-
clusive finance. As depicted in the figure, the national digital inclusive finance index in 2021
is significantly higher than that in 2011, and the development of digital inclusive finance in
the eastern coastal areas is higher than that in the central and western regions. Second, there
is a spatial correlation among provinces with spatial agglomeration characteristics. The
development level of digital inclusive finance in the northernmost provinces is relatively
low, such as Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, Heilongjiang, Jilin, Ningxia, and other regions. The
development level of digital inclusive finance in central provinces and cities, such as Henan,
Shaanxi, Sichuan, Hubei, and Hunan, is at an intermediate level. The development level of
digital inclusive finance in eastern coastal provinces, such as Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shanghai,
and Guangdong, is at the forefront. The evolution of the spatial distribution map indicates
that the digital inclusive finance index of a few provinces has evolved from a low to a
medium level and from a medium to a high level.
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5.2. Spatial Distribution Characteristics of Agricultural Carbon Emissions

As shown in Figure 2, we group the samples based on 31 provinces and draw the
annual distribution map of agricultural carbon emissions for each province. It was found
that there was little difference in the total agricultural carbon emission and its distribu-
tion during the periods of 2011–2017 and 2018–2021. Total agricultural carbon emissions
have declined but remained relatively high. Agricultural carbon emissions should not be
underestimated, and there is huge scope for carbon reduction. The text only takes 2011
and 2021 as examples. According to the figure, there is a downward trend in agricultural
carbon emissions in the central region of China and a clear spatial clustering feature of
agricultural carbon emissions nationwide. Moreover, there is a large difference in the distri-
bution of agricultural carbon emissions among provinces. Henan, Hunan, Hubei, and other
provinces have high agricultural carbon emissions, whereas Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, and
other provinces have low agricultural carbon emissions. From 2011 to 2021, the average
agricultural carbon emission in Beijing was 37.26 and that in Henan Province was 1916.42,
which is more than 50 times that in Beijing, indicating a large gap in agricultural carbon
emissions among provinces. Against the background of the dual carbon target, agriculture
urgently needs to undergo green transformation.
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6. Empirical Analysis
6.1. Benchmark Regression Results

This study selects a panel fixed-effects model to analyze the impact of digital inclusive
finance on changes in agricultural carbon emissions. As shown in Table 4, the coefficients of
digital inclusive finance are all negative and significant. This means that the development
of digital inclusive finance can reduce agricultural carbon emissions without considering
spatial factors, supporting H1.

Table 4. Panel Fixed Effect Model Results.

lncpz

index −0.0270 −0.524 * −0.0579 * −0.295 *
(−1.81) (−2.43) (−2.66) (−2.21)

_cons 6.470 *** 6.630 *** 5.327 *** 4.968 ***
(188.02) (68.99) (5.85) (6.53)

Control variable No No Yes Yes
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE No Yes No Yes
R2 0.0831 0.2947 0.4047 0.5613

Note: *, *** represent significance levels of 10%, 1%, respectively.

6.2. Robustness Tests

This study conducts robustness tests by replacing the core explanatory variable and
replacing the dependent variable as follows:

(1) Replacing the independent variable

This article uses the digital inclusive finance index with one phase lag to replace the
digital finance index for regression analysis. According to the regression results in Table 5,
the coefficients of the L.index are all negative and significant.
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Table 5. Robustness.

lncpz lncpzq

L.index −0.501 * −0.301 *
(−2.51) (−2.14)

index −0.133 *** −0.056 5 ***
(−11.90) (−4.97)

_cons 6.621 *** 4.933 *** −0.828 *** −0.966 *
(73.50) (6.28) (−32.22) (−2.42)

Control variable No Yes No Yes
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes No No No
R2 0.3089 0.5581 0.7548 0.8069

Note: *, *** represent significance levels of 10%, 1%, respectively.

(2) Replacing the dependent variable

The intensity of agricultural carbon emissions can reflect the regional carbon reduction
effect; therefore, this article uses the ratio of agricultural carbon emissions to the actual gross
domestic product of the primary industry to replace the dependent variable. According
to the regression results, when the explanatory variable is replaced with carbon emission
intensity, the coefficient of index is significantly negative.

6.3. Endogeneity Tests

Due to the possible existence of bidirectional causal relationships and the lack of some
unobservable factors in the model, this article uses the two-stage least squares instrumental
variable method for endogeneity testing, while taking the interaction term between the
internet penetration rate and the distance from each province to Hangzhou as a variable.
The interaction term has externalities, and it can represent the development of regional
networks, correlates with digital inclusive finance, and does not directly affect agricultural
carbon emissions. After introducing the interaction term between internet penetration rate
and distance from various provinces to Hangzhou, the regression results revealed that the
coefficient of digital inclusive finance passed the significance test, and the robustness of the
conclusion was further confirmed through instrumental variables, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Endogeneity.

lncpz
2SLS Phase I 2SLS Phase II 2SLS Phase I 2SLS Phase II

index −1.031 *** −0.477 **
(−6.64) (−2.85)

interaction term −0.042 *** −0.041 ***
(−6.70) (−6.34)

_cons 1.312 *** 4.608 *** 0.376 2.244 ***
(24.21) (26.72) (0.74) (5.59)

Control variable No No Yes Yes
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.9962 0.9926 0.9961 0.9963

Note: **, *** represent significance levels of 5%, 1%, respectively.

6.4. Heterogeneity Tests
6.4.1. Regional Heterogeneity Tests

According to the results of the panel fixed model, digital inclusive finance has a carbon
reduction effect. Based on this, the heterogeneity of the eastern, central, and western
regions is examined as follows (Table 7):
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Table 7. Regional Heterogeneity.

Eastern Central Western

index −0.0669 ** 0.0429 0.0262
(-3.47) (2.13) (0.89)

_cons 3.983 * 8.791 *** 6.218 ***
(3.07) (11.60) (6.18)

Control variable Yes Yes Yes
Province FE Yes Yes Yes

Year FE No No Yes
R2 0.7128 0.3138 0.3639

Note: *, **, and *** represent significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

Based on the heterogeneity regression results among the eastern, central, western re-
gions, there is still a gap in the depth and breadth of digital inclusive finance popularization.
The development of digital inclusive finance in the eastern region has a significant reduction
effect on agricultural carbon emissions, whereas it does not have a significant impact in the
midwestern regions, which have low popularity. The development level of digital inclusive
finance in the eastern region is high; capital accumulation caused by digital inclusive
finance has a more prominent effect on agricultural technology progress; and the reduction
effect on carbon emissions in agriculture is more obvious. Therefore, the direct carbon
emissions per unit operating area of agricultural machinery will significantly decrease.

6.4.2. Digital Inclusive Finance Heterogeneity Tests

To further explore the aspect of digital inclusive finance that has an impact on agri-
cultural carbon emissions, we also selected three secondary dimension indicators of the
digital inclusive finance index—coverage_breadth, usage_depth, and digitization_level—as
core independent variables for regression. According to the analysis results in Columns
(1) to (3) of Table 8, without controlling for other variables, the depth of use and degree
of digitization of digital inclusive finance have a negative impact on agricultural carbon
emissions. The depth of use of digital inclusive finance has the greatest inhibitory effect on
agricultural carbon emissions, with a marginal effect of −0.343, and the regression results
are significant at the 5% level. The marginal effect of digitalization on the selection of
agricultural carbon emissions is −0.165, and the regression results are significant at the 5%
level. The marginal effect of coverage breadth on agricultural carbon emissions is positive,
but the regression results are not significant. According to the analysis results in Columns
(4) to (6) of Table 8, when controlling for other variables, the regression results indicate that
the marginal effect of the depth of digital inclusive finance on agricultural carbon emissions
is −0.195. The regression results are significant at the 5% level, which is consistent with
the practical characteristics of the development of digital inclusive finance in China. Thus,
by expanding the depth of digital inclusive finance applications, carbon emissions can be
effectively reduced. At present, the impact of the breadth and creditworthiness of China’s
digital inclusive finance in addressing agricultural carbon emissions has not been mani-
fested, so the impact of coverage breadth and digitalization level on agricultural carbon
emissions is not significant.

Due to the highest level of significance in the depth of use of digital inclusive finance,
further regression analysis was conducted using a three-level indicator of the depth of use of
digital inclusive finance. According to the data in the Table 9, all six digital inclusive finance
business indicators have a negative impact on agricultural carbon emissions. Among them,
payment, insurance, investment, credit, and credit_investigation are significant, whereas
monetary_fund is not significant. As demonstrated in the previous section, the impact of
usage_depth on agricultural carbon emissions is significant, and the impact of usage_depth
is reflected through the actual use of digital inclusive financial services. Therefore, an
increase in the types of digital inclusive finance businesses has a significant impact on the
popularization of agricultural-related technologies and green knowledge. The regression
results indicate that digital inclusive finance has strengthened investment in agricultural
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technology innovation and enhanced the environmental awareness of rural residents,
effectively reducing agricultural carbon emissions. In particular, the new digital inclusive
financial products effectively meet the financial needs of farmers through third-party
payments, monetary funds, consumer credit, online credit reporting, and other methods,
promoting the carbon reduction effect of agriculture. Rural vulnerable groups previously
excluded by traditional finance are also more likely to access financial services, thereby
increasing investment in agricultural technology. However, the regression results in the
Table 9 reveal that the marginal effects of payment, investment, and credit are relatively
significant, whereas the marginal effects of insurance and credit_investigation are relatively
small. The marginal effects of monetary_fund are not significant. The reason for this is that
rural areas do not invest much in funds and are mainly concentrated in payment, insurance,
investment, and other fields. At present, the penetration rate of the internet fund business
among farmers is insufficient, and it has not fundamentally affected the supply of rural
financial services, so its impact on farmers’ carbon emissions has not been highlighted.

Table 8. Regression results of heterogeneity in digital inclusive finance.

lncpz
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Coverage
_breadth 0.0586 −0.104

(0.40) (−0.62)
Usage_depth −0.343 ** −0.195 **

(−3.08) (−2.78)
Digitization

_level −0.165 * −0.0678

(−2.20) (−1.97)
_cons 6.400 *** 6.581 *** 6.496 *** 4.879 *** 4.836 *** 5.037 ***

(111.39) (107.39) (132.43) (5.74) (6.78) (6.04)
Control
variable No No No Yes Yes Yes

Province
FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.1519 0.3654 0.2494 0.5244 0.5768 0.5378

Note: *, **, and *** represent significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

Table 9. Heterogeneity regression results of third-level indicators of digital inclusive finance.

lncpz

Payment −0.000508 *
(−2.69)

Insurance −0.000108 **
(−2.95)

Monetary
fund −0.0000995

(−0.78)
Investment −0.000510 **

(−2.79)
Credit −0.000982 **

(−3.06)
Credit_

investigation −0.000263 *

(−2.11)
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Table 9. Cont.

lncpz

_cons 5.473 *** 5.393 *** 5.776 *** 4.790 *** 5.149 *** 6.495 ***
(6.18) (6.13) (7.76) (5.61) (5.78) (6.23)

Control
variable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.3954 0.3786 0.4770 0.4510 0.4094 0.4932

Note: *, **, and *** represent significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

6.4.3. Carbon Source Heterogeneity Tests

Based on the process of calculating agricultural carbon emissions in previous studies,
the carbon emission sources in this article mainly include nine aspects, namely fertilizers,
pesticides, agricultural films, diesel, tillage, irrigation, animal husbandry, rice cultivation,
and soil emissions. Therefore, further exploration of the heterogeneous impact of digital
inclusive finance on these nine types of carbon emissions is presented in Table 10. According
to the heterogeneity test results, the development of digital inclusive finance in a region has
a significant inhibitory effect on most types of carbon sources, except for rice cultivation.
Among them, it has a significant inhibitory effect on five types of carbon sources—fertilizer,
tillage, irrigation, animal husbandry, and soil. The development of digital inclusive finance
has promoted technological progress in agricultural and animal husbandry production
methods, significantly expanded the carbon reduction effect of agricultural technology
innovation and agricultural machinery promotion, and thus had a significant inhibitory
effect on the three types of carbon sources of tillage, irrigation, and animal husbandry.
Moreover, based on the driving effect of digital inclusive finance, it has enhanced the
environmental awareness of rural residents, popularizing and publicizing the harm of
fertilizers, thus promoting the use of fertilizers. Carbon emissions from soil have a certain
inhibitory effect, but the negative effects on other basic agricultural production materials,
such as pesticides, agricultural films, and diesel, are not significant.

Table 10. Carbon source heterogeneity test results.

Fertilizers Pesticides Agriculture
Film

Agriculture
Diesel

Agriculture
Tillage Irrigation Husbandry Rice

Planting
Soil

Emissions

index −0.309 ** −0.212 −0.0683 0.145 −0.393 *** −0.154 * −1.005 *** −0.276 −0.252 *
(−3.57) (−1.60) (−0.62) (0.71) (-3.84) (−2.13) (−4.23) (−0.98) (−2.50)

_cons 3.720 *** 1.471 1.183 0.637 −1.438 −0.0851 4.531 *** 4.100 ** 3.361 ***
(6.33) (1.74) (1.74) (0.29) (−1.84) (−0.22) (4.68) (3.08) (4.98)

Control
variable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Province
FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.6932 0.7209 0.5093 0.3545 0.5645 0.4454 0.6446 0.1477 0.6152

Note: *, **, and *** represent significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

6.5. Mechanism Verification

To analyze the mechanism through which digital inclusive finance affects agricultural
carbon emissions through capital deepening, we use the capital–labor ratio as a proxy
variable for capital deepening. It represents the substitution ratio of capital to labor
in agricultural production.The regression results are shown in Table 11. According to
the regression result (8), the development of digital inclusive finance has significantly
increased the agricultural capital–labor ratio and enhanced the degree of agricultural
capital deepening. A comparison of the regression results (9) reveals that the coefficient
of the mediation effect model (c′) is significant, and both ab and c′ are negative. For the
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absolute value, c′ < c. There is a partial mediating effect. The development of digital
inclusive finance has enhanced the depth of capital. The deepening of capital has reduced
the carbon emissions caused by human activities, improved the degree of factor distortion
in agricultural and animal husbandry production processes, gradually increased the level
of green production technology in agriculture, promoted the development of production
factors towards high marginal output and green environmental protection, and enhanced
the carbon emission reduction effect. H2 is confirmed.

Table 11. Mechanism Verification.

lncpz lnkl lncpz
(7) (8) (9)

index −0.295 * 0.924 * −0.225 ***
(−2.21) (2.49) (−3.69)

lnkl −0.0757 ***
(−4.53)

_cons 4.968 *** −0.187 4.954 ***
(6.53) (−0.09) (12.69)

Control variable Yes Yes Yes
Province FE Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.5613 0.8879 0.5937

Note: *, *** represent significance levels of 10%, 1%, respectively.

6.6. Further Analysis
6.6.1. Quantile Regression Model Regression Results

The quantile regression model was used for the analysis, and the results are presented
in Table 12. As agricultural carbon emissions are a negative indicator, samples with
high quantile agricultural carbon emissions indicate that this stage does not meet the
development requirements of the dual carbon goals. The regression results indicate that the
impact of digital inclusive finance on agricultural carbon emissions is significantly negative
at different quantiles, and the impact varies at different quantiles.

Table 12. Panel Quantile Model Results.

lncpz
q30 q60 q90

index −0.0376 * −0.0477 ** −0.0466 **
(−2.16) (−3.05) (−3.12)

_cons 2.042 * 3.160 *** 3.912 ***
(2.56) (4.48) (5.74)

Control variable Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.9445 0.9353 0.9294

Note: *, **, and *** represent significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

From the perspective of the absolute impact, when the quantile increases from 30% to
60%, the absolute coefficient of the impact of digital inclusive finance on agricultural carbon
emissions increases from 0.0376 to 0.0477, and the significance also increases. When the
quantile increases from 60% to 90%, the absolute coefficient of the impact of digital inclusive
finance on agricultural carbon emissions decreases from 0.0477 to 0.0466. As the quantile
increases (30% → 60% → 90%), the absolute value of the quantile regression coefficient
of digital inclusive finance first increases and then decreases (0.0376 → 0.0477 → 0.0466).
This indicates that the impact of digital inclusive finance on the distribution of agricultural
carbon emissions is smaller at both ends than in the middle.
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6.6.2. Spatial Panel Durbin Model Regression Results

Using the spatial adjacency matrix of 31 provinces, a spatial effect test was conducted
on agricultural carbon emissions for each year. The p-values of the Moran index (unilateral
test) for each year were all less than 0.05, and the results were significant. The spatial
correlation test was passed. Further analysis was conducted using the spatial panel Durbin
model, and the regression results are presented in Table 13. The coefficient of index
and Direct_index are significantly negative. This implies that the development of digital
inclusive finance in a region will decrease agricultural carbon emissions. Thus, digital
inclusive finance has a carbon reduction effect, supporting H1. Further, the coefficients of
W×index and Indirect_index are significantly positive, supporting H3. Digital inclusive
finance has a comprehensive inhibitory effect on local agricultural carbon emissions through
technological, scale, and driving effects. It can further generate spatial carbon enhancement
effects through channels such as spillover and agglomeration, bottom-up effects, and
siphon effects. Thus, neighboring areas’ digital inclusive finance increases the agricultural
carbon emissions in a region.

Table 13. Results of the spatial panel Durbin model.

lncpz

Index −0.659 *** −0.415 ***
(−8.42) (−5.72)

W × index 0.648 *** 0.390 ***
(8.26) (5.22)

Direct_index −0.604 *** −0.389 ***
(−8.21) (−5.57)

Indirect_index 0.572 *** 0.349 ***
(7.65) (4.78)

Total_index −0.0327 ** −0.0399
(−3.13) (−1.92)

rho 0.646 *** 0.371 ***
(13.41) (5.64)

Sigma2_e 0.00455 *** 0.00317 ***
(12.52) (12.86)

Control variable No Yes
R2 0.2070 0.5958

Log-likelihood 414.4852 491.2942
Note: **, *** represent significance levels of 5%, 1%, respectively.

7. Discussion
7.1. Research Conclusions

This article first theoretically analyzes the mechanism of digital inclusive finance’s
impact on agricultural carbon emissions and calculates and analyzes the spatial characteris-
tics of agricultural carbon emissions based on carbon source data. Based on this, the panel
fixed-effects model indicates that the development of digital inclusive finance has a carbon
reduction effect on agriculture. After the endogeneity and robustness tests, this conclusion
still holds. Selecting capital deepening for mechanism analysis, we found that capital
deepening is an important transmission mechanism for digital inclusive finance to promote
agricultural carbon reduction effects. Heterogeneity differences exist in the impact of digital
inclusive finance on agricultural carbon emissions in various regions and carbon sources.
Further analysis using quantile regression models reveals that the impact of digital inclu-
sive finance on agricultural carbon emissions is significantly negative at different quantiles.
Compared with provinces with lower and higher agricultural carbon emissions, digital
inclusive finance has the greatest impact on provinces with moderate agricultural carbon
emissions. The results of the spatial panel Durbin model indicate that digital inclusive
finance has a spatial carbon-increasing effect on agricultural carbon emissions.
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7.2. Suggestions

Based on the above conclusions, to assist in the low-carbon development of agriculture
and animal husbandry, the following recommendations are proposed:

(1) Leverage the technological effects of digital inclusive finance. According to the results
of the panel fixed model, digital inclusive finance has a significant reduction effect on
carbon emissions in agricultural and pastoral areas. Actively promoting the develop-
ment of digital inclusive finance can help to expand agricultural production. Relying
on China’s digital countryside and network construction, agricultural technology is
gradually innovating and developing. To reduce carbon emissions in agricultural and
pastoral areas, emphasis should be placed on leveraging the technological effects of
digital inclusive finance, ensuring low-carbon upgrading of agriculture and animal
husbandry while increasing production.

(2) Give full play to the driving effect of digital inclusive finance. Make full use of various
media to disseminate and promote new agricultural technologies so that farmers can
learn more about new technology and use it in agricultural production. Integrating
the various impacts of 5G, accelerate the construction of 5G base stations to realize
faster platform information transmission for digital financial inclusion. Strengthen
the construction and digital upgrading of rural broadband networks, mobile Internet,
and other network information infrastructure; improve the communication quality of
farmers; and expand the coverage of rural networks. Actively promote knowledge
of digital inclusive finance and enhance its utilization in rural areas. Strengthen the
promotion of digital inclusive finance in rural areas and improve the understanding
and recognition of digital inclusive finance among farmers. Government and financial
institution personnel should actively conduct digital inclusive finance education and
training, promote the business products and characteristic services of digital inclusive
finance, enable farmers and the public to understand more digital inclusive finance
knowledge, master the application methods of various financial products, improve the
financial literacy of agricultural operators, and gradually eliminate the digital divide.

(3) Conduct product innovation by region and situation. According to the spatial clus-
tering characteristics of agricultural carbon emissions, the regional clustering charac-
teristics of agricultural carbon emissions are obvious, and the regional heterogeneity
of digital inclusive finance has a significant impact. Moreover, the impact of digital
inclusive finance on various carbon sources is different. Therefore, targeted product
innovation should be conducted for different regions and carbon emission sources.
Adapt to local conditions and develop digital inclusive finance based on the actual
situation of each region, effectively reducing agricultural carbon emissions. Financial
institutions should promote digital transformation; fully utilize big data and cloud
computing technology; increase and innovate the types of financial service products;
and develop more digital inclusive financial products with high operability, low trans-
action costs, and differentiation for rural areas in a targeted manner to improve the
accuracy of financial service supply and demand matching.

(4) Promote the emission reduction effect of capital deepening. Digital inclusive finance
has promoted the development of capital deepening. Further, reduce the carbon emis-
sions of agriculture and animal husbandry through the substitution of agricultural
capital for human resources and the improvement of the technological level. Actively
innovate agricultural technology based on actual investment and development of
agricultural capital. Improve the development efficiency of digital inclusive finance,
actively leverage the role of agricultural capital deepening in carbon reduction, and
promote the reduction in agricultural carbon emissions. Continuously increase the
amount of financial investment in agriculture and improve the quality of agricultural
capital investment. According to the actual situation of provinces, counties, and
townships, coordinate and integrate financial funds related to agriculture and ensure
that the funds for the development of agricultural mechanization are used for the
specified purposes.
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(5) Strengthen regional connections and cooperation. According to the results of the
spatial econometric model, although the development of digital inclusive finance in
a region plays a role in reducing agricultural carbon emissions, due to the spatial
clustering characteristics of agricultural carbon emissions, surrounding areas can
increase the agricultural carbon emissions in an area. Therefore, it is necessary to
strengthen communication between the local and surrounding areas and ensure
the effective implementation of carbon reduction work in the entire agricultural
and animal husbandry industry through project cooperation or policy formulation.
When developing development plans, the development of digital inclusive finance
in adjacent areas should be included in the same planning system. On the one
hand, strengthening the exchange and cooperation of digital inclusive finance-related
activities between provincial regions and promoting regions with good development
of digital inclusive finance will have a significant negative impact on agricultural
carbon emissions in a region through knowledge and technology spillovers. On the
other hand, measures should be taken to control the “siphon effect.” Resources should
not be piled up in core development areas but should be reasonably allocated based
on the advantages and characteristics of each region. If necessary, underdeveloped
areas should be given a certain degree of tilt, thus forming a diversified, coordinated,
and complementary digital development pattern.
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